
Awkward Astronauts Ownership and Terms of License

Congratulations! You are now an owner of an Awkward Astronauts (“AA”) non-fungible token
(“NFT”).

When you own an AA NFT, you own the single NFT representing a unique AA (“Artwork”). The
intellectual property rights (including copyrights, trademarks, etc.) associated with the Artwork
are owned by Gemini Trust Company, LLC (“Gemini”). However, for the purposes of fostering
community engagement and creativity, Gemini wants to license certain additional rights to you
as an AA NFT owner to use the Artwork associated with your AA NFT as you see fit, including
commercially, subject to the terms of this license and some restrictions listed below.

By purchasing an AA NFT, including on the resale market, accessing the AA page or by
accessing an AA NFT on Nifty Gateway while as an owner of an AA NFT, you accept and agree
that you will abide by the terms of this license. The license and restrictions travel with the AA
NFT and apply to the current owner of the AA NFT.

License
As long as you are an owner of an AA NFT, Gemini grants to you a worldwide, royalty-free
license to use, reproduce, distribute, perform, display, retransmit, publish, store, stream,
synchronize, create physical or digital derivative works with (including without limitation,
compilations, collective works, and anthologies) and broadcast the Artwork associated with your
AA NFT for purposes of selling, marketing and promoting your AA NFT and for purposes of your
own personal, non-commercial use of your AA NFT.

You acknowledge and agree that Gemini retains intellectual property rights in the Artwork,
including rights to use the Artwork for the purpose of marketing and advertising Gemini’s
(including Nifty Gateway’s) business and promoting the AA community.

Restrictions
You acknowledge and agree not to use the Artwork in any way that is unlawful, pornographic or
harmful to minors and others, including in ways that are defamatory, libelous, abusive,
harassing, racist, sexist, homophobic, or otherwise objectionable to a reasonable person.

Using the Artwork in a manner that exceeds the licensed rights or violates the restrictions may
result in termination of your license in Gemini’s sole discretion. If your rights are terminated, you
can still sell your AA NFT to a new owner, and the licensed rights will once again be exercisable
by the new owner subject to the restrictions.


